G7 in Cornwall
A renewed region with a rich heritage
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Cornwall: a renewed region with a rich heritage
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Cornwall’s identity has changed a
lot over the past few decades. Once
known for its pioneering miners
and locomotive innovations,
the region’s expertise expanded
to new sectors. From leading
research in space and aerospace
to new potential in clean energy,
the boundaries are limitless for
Cornwall’s ambitious businesses.
The success of Cornwall’s sectors
is in part due to the wealth of
support on offer. The region
has everything businesses need
to thrive, including dedicated
enterprise zones, state-of-the-art
facilities, reliable connectivity,
and a whole host of funding
support organisations.
But you’ll find more than just
one-of-a-kind resources. Cornwall’s
sectors have a shared collaborative
spirit like no other region. Whether
it’s the clean energy and mining
sectors working together to fuel
a more sustainable future, or the

technology and healthcare sectors
partnering to create new health
technology solutions, there are
shared opportunities around
every corner.
We’ve created this brochure to
give you a glimpse at what’s
happening across Cornwall’s
sectors – but we’re only just
scratching the surface. Every sector
has thriving communities making
breakthroughs and securing new
wins every day. In Cornwall, you
don’t need to look far to find your
next investment opportunity.
“[Cornwall is the] perfect location
for such a crucial summit. Twohundred years ago, Cornwall’s tin
and copper mines were at the heart
of the UK’s industrial revolution.
And this summer, Cornwall will
again be the nucleus of great global
change and advancement.”
Boris Johnson,
UK Prime Minister
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An opportunity to extract
tomorrow’s high-technology metals
to satisfy the demands of the global
4th industrial revolution.
The Department for International
Trade has identified Cornwall’s
mining sector as a ‘High Potential
Opportunity’ for investment.
Cornwall’s mining history is
legendary. But the most significant
opportunities lie ahead – whether
you’re looking to invest in
high-tech metal exploration,
join an industry cluster that’s
internationally renowned, or
access world-class expertise
at Camborne School of Mines.

Mining
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Georesources in Cornwall

Cornwall has an abundance of raw materials – including lithium, tin, copper, and tungsten
– that will power UK clean growth and drive the country's fourth industrial revolution.
Our well-established mining services sector, trading across all international mining provinces,
is growing its export-driven contribution to Global Britain. The Camborne School of Mines
delivers a pipeline of truly world-class skills and research from its undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes.

Cornwall has high grade,
abundant quantities of...
lithium

Use: batteries

tin

Use: electronics,
solder and
specialist alloys

copper

Use: telecommunications,
electronics

tungsten

Use: electronics,
specialized alloys

Exploration has identified some of

the world’s highest grades

of lithium in Cornwall.

The co-extraction of renewable
heat from geothermal waters
means this is rapidly becoming
recognised as the ultimate

ethical, low carbon
source of lithium.

Demand for lithium
is expected to rise

x5

by 2035 as electric vehicle
sales rapidly rise.

£5bn

estimated value of the UK
battery market by 2025
and...

£50bn
across Europe.
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Cornwall has...

an unparalleled concentration of

mining service capabilities.

Over 100 mining services

companies trading across the globe.
Camborne School of Mines, which provides

world class scientific and
engineering expertise in geology,

mining and minerals processing.

1st for lithium

Cornwall will be home to the UK’s first lithium
processing plant, part-funded by the UK government,
using innovative and low impact extraction technology.

Amount of lithium required

Electric Vehicles

Power Tool Batteries

Laptop Batteries

10-63kg

40-60g

30-40g

Camborne School of Mines
is leading on a...

£4m

development of a new
‘Deep Digital’ research
centre to carry out
research and develop
digital technologies,
products, processes
and services.
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100s of years of mining
culture and 100+ mining
services businesses

Lithium | Tin | Tungsten

Great local support
exists for the new,
environmentally
responsible
extraction industry

One of the world’s
top mining schools

Join Cornwall’s highly
skilled mining services
cluster – collaborating
locally, and trading
internationally.

Explore and extract
the high-tech metals
so important to
sustainable transport
and modern electronics.

Enjoy social licence
to operate, with deep
local affection for the
mining industry.

Recruit talent and
access expertise
from the globally
respected Camborne
School of Mines.

Explore and extract
in-demand minerals
Cornish projects are leading
the way in environmentally
responsible mineral exploration
and extraction for the metals that
are crucial to the energy transition.

Join a thriving mining services
cluster, trading internationally
Cornwall’s mining supply chain is
over 100 companies strong – and
getting even stronger. Many are
members of the Cornwall Mining
Alliance (CMA), which brings them
together to drive mutual success.

– as well as acting as invaluable
centres for research activity:
Camborne School of Mines (at the
University of Exeter) | University
of Plymouth

Join the companies already
exploring Cornwall’s abundant
metals and minerals – or strategically
invest in their operations.

CMA members currently provide
highly respected services in more
than 150 countries worldwide.

Tap into support, funding –
and local enthusiasm
Industry and peer groups.
Funding opportunities. Help
from organisations like our own.

From the lithium used in electric
vehicle batteries, to the tin used in
modern solder, Cornwall has highgrade deposits of the resources
the world increasingly needs.

Find world-class mining talent
and research on your doorstep
Local, world-renowned institutions
create a constant stream of new
talent in mining and related fields

In Cornwall, there’s a lot of
support for mining businesses –
not least from a local population
that’s proud of its mining heritage
and culture.
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Cornwall’s mining sector has been
identified as one of the Department
for International Trade’s ‘High
Potential Opportunities’

High Potential Opportunities
(HPOs) are part of the UK
Government’s drive to attract
more overseas investment and
trade opportunities by showcasing
national sector strengths and skills
to global investors.
In 2019, Cornwall’s mining sector
was selected as a national asset
for international promotion and
investment due to the abundance
of high-technology metals and
mineral deposits, including tin,
tungsten and lithium.
A critical contributor to the
Cornwall’s HPO title is the region’s
expertise, including the worldrenowned Camborne School of
Mines. The combined mining school
and geoscience department has
been operating for more than 125
years alongside a highly skilled and
experienced mining services sector
comprised of over 100 businesses.
“Mining in Cornwall dates back
to the Bronze Age, and the area
was once the mining capital
of the world, producing more
copper and tin than anywhere on
the planet and helping to drive
England’s Industrial Revolution.
Extraordinary potential remains
in the region with discoveries
of lithium, cobalt and tin that
position Cornwall perfectly as a
major producer of strategic metals
and minerals for the UK’s own
industries and Europe.”
Darryn Quayle, Mining Engineer
& Specialist, Department for
International Trade
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Guiding the world towards
a cleaner, greener future.
With world-renowned testing
facilities and expertise, and over
400 miles of coastline, Cornwall
is at the forefront of energy and
climate innovation.

Energy & Climate
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Abundant natural
energy resources

Renewables in Cornwall
provide 40% of our
electricity demand

Offshore wind
testing site

Expertise that’s pushing
the sector forwards

Marine. Wind. Solar.
Geothermal. Fugitive
Methane. Access a wealth
of resources that fuel
renewable technologies.

Operate in a region
supported by renewables
with the potential to
export energy to the rest
of the UK.

Access Wave Hub,
a world-renowned
site for developing
offshore renewable
energy technology.

Take advantage of
local support for
decarbonisation and
innovation, funding
and talent from institutions
and organisations
leading in energy
and climate studies.

A region that powers climate
and energy innovation
Cornwall isn’t just the sunniest part
of the UK.

to dedicated enterprise zones,
Cornwall’s resources provide
an ideal landing pad for marine
tech innovators:

It also benefits from one of the
best wind climates in Western
Europe, over 400 miles of coastline,
an abundance of geothermal and
the best solar insolation/irradiance
in the UK.

Wave Hub | Marine Hub |
FaB Test | Marine Renewables
Business Park | Marine-i

Whether you want to test smart
energy solutions, floating offshore
wind turbines, or just want your
business to run on clean energy,
Cornwall has all the resources
you need.
Access unrivalled marine
tech infrastructure
From state-of-the-art research
and demonstration facilities

Find expertise, talent and funding
from leading institutions
Whether you’re looking for funding,
recruitment or project collaboration,
you can find world-class institutions
on your doorstep:
University of Plymouth’s Marine
Institute
University of Exeter’s various
initiatives including the
Environment and Sustainability
Institute, Tevi, and Exeter Energy.

Cornwall has a strong track record
of delivery innovation
Over £130m has been invested
into low carbon innovation
projects enabling:
Two deep geothermal projects,
The Isles of Scilly Smart Energy
Project, Centrica’s Cornwall Local
Energy Market £16.7m three-year
trial saw 310MWH of energy
traded successfully, The Energy
Independent Farm – a revolutionary
approach to sustainable farming.
Join a community dedicated to
a cleaner future
With at least 37% of the region’s
energy demand already fulfilled
by renewables, and plans to be
net zero carbon by 2030, Cornwall
is a leading force in the clean
energy revolution.
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Celtic
Sea Floating
Offshore Wind
Aerospace
Cornwall
How to Set Up a Business in the UK

Cornwall’s
seaboard
andto
the
Celtic Sea
providelocation
the capacity
to generate
75-100satellite
GW
Cornwall's Atlantic
space sector
is home
a unique
European
to develop
and deploy
unconstrained
by
water
depth
to
meet
and
exceed
UK
renewable
energy
targets,
de-risk
and earth observation technology, which will be key to protecting the global environmentUK
while
energy
maximum
supply
chain
value,
service
export
marketssector
and is also
playingsupply,
a majorcapture
role in the
exploration
of the
solar
system.
Theglobal
region's
aerospace
provide
energy
with a platform
to accelerate
the transition
to renewable
generation.
leading the
waymajors
in the development
of unmanned
autonomous
flighpt
systems, with
UK launch
It
is an investment
opportunity
of global
significance.
capability,
orbital and
deep space
tracking,
and high capacity for supercomputing.

ers...

opportunitiesAn
for Beyond
Visual
Line of Sight testing
area of
at least
for unmanned aerial vehicle developers as it has:

23,000km

2
segregated
airspace
for the deployment of FLOW,

has been identified in the Celtic
low
density
Sea,population
with five specific zones
in
the South West Marine Plan and
direct
access
toPlanthe
Welsh National
Marine
areas.sea

making testing and launches simpler.

local expertise

over 50
companies
alreadyin
contributing
Installing
3.0GW
of FLOW
the
to the Cornwall Space Sector
Celtic Sea could generate over...

1,500

primary jobs, and

9,600

Location of the UK’s
broader jobs
first
horizontal
Spaceport

The UK’s only d

Aerospace
75GW

Enterprise

is a conservative
estimate
the
with of
well-established
MRO
resource,
the
rotarybased
wing on
clusters.
use of
15MW turbines.
Created
Studies have concluded
that this resource
be well
estimate
with could
an average
salary of
over 100GW.
the Cornish
average

300+ jobs

2x

£298m
150
jobs
estimated direct spend
by 2025
plus another

in Wales and the South
West supply chain for a
£500MW FLOW farm.

240
jobs
will be created in the supply

chain and ancillary activities

£900m 1st

estimated worth, by 2030,
net additional GVA
of the export market for
which is as much as 6% of the region’s
UK companies
involved
location in the UK to host
freight
total GVA (Cornwall and Plymouth).
early
drone flights betweenintwo
UKstage commercial
FLOW
installations.
commercial airports (Dec
2020)

(FLOW)

dedicated

e Zone

O and

s
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Over

Strong UK Government
support for Offshore Wind
with revenue subsidies for
FLOW to support a stated
ambition for
of R&D projects in the space, aerospace and
of the UK’s energydata
needsectors
could initiated in the last 6 months,
with aresource
further £2m planned in 2021.
be met with the energy
in the Celtic Sea zones
around Cornwall alone.
deployed by 2030

£1,000,000
70%
Over

At

1GW

2,744m

over

Cornwall Newquay Airport has
The UK’s
shore Wind
one of the UK’s longest
This willrunways
require an
Sector Deal commits
increase from current
the industry to deliver
levels of around...

Earth Station:
60%Goonhilly40%
£250m

UK’s Premier Hub

UK content
Gross Value Added
(GVA) by the late 2020s.
to the economy
for space related AI and deep learning,
building on a state-of-the-art highperformance GPU enabled data centre.
rising to...
by 2050

Renowned teleport which has been at
the forefront of innovation since the
1960s hosts the world’s first private
Deep Space Network
Communications
Oil and
Gas majors are
Network for satellite
communications,
as
now taking
development
well as Lunar and
Mars missions.
positions
in the Celtic Sea.
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A sustainable modern
economy enabled by space.
With over 50 years of space sector
experience at Goonhilly Earth
Station, and soon to be the home
of the UK’s first horizontal launch
site, Cornwall is using satellite
data to exceed global carbon
reduction targets and achieve its
vision of being a carbon neutral
economy by 2030.

Space & Aerospace
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Launching the UK back
into space

The world’s most capable
satellite ground station

Increasing our
knowledge of
the environment

Inspiring the
next generation

In 2022, Spaceport
Cornwall will make history
when Virgin Orbit achieves
the first orbital satellite
launch from UK soil.

Goonhilly Earth Station
Ltd is leading missions to
the Moon, deep space,
and beyond.

Applying Environmental
Intelligence from satellites
to solve local and global
climate challenges.

Spaceport Cornwall’s
Education Programme
will engage every school
in Cornwall to inspire the
next generation of space
and tech entrepreneurs.

Supporting national government
space ambitions
Adding a launch site to the UK
space ecosystem is a critical
part of the UK Government’s
ambitions to capture 10% of the
world’s global space sector by
2030. Cornwall has targeted data
and space to contribute £1bn of
additional economic value to the
economy by 2030.
The world’s most sustainable
launch site
Spaceport Cornwall aims to lead
the industry on more sustainable
launch practices. The group
has commissioned research to
understand and mitigate the
industry’s carbon impact, and it
has a sustainability action plan to
work towards being carbon neutral.

From the first Moon landing to
future Mars missions
Goonhilly Earth Station has been
at the forefront of the satellite
communications industry for
more than 50 years. Today, the
station is building the world’s first
deep space network, developing
a Space AI Institute, and working
on specialising in satellite
telemetry and tracking. It also
has a high-power data centre
and supports ESA missions to
the Moon and Mars.
World-leading research on
climate issues
Cornwall-based partners like the
University of Exeter and the Eden
Project are using satellite data
to combat global issues such as
climate change, while empowering

communities to make positive
measures that reduce their
environmental impact.
Data and space underpins all
Cornwall’s priority sectors
Cornwall is home to innovative
businesses operating across a
diverse range of sectors, including
energy and climate, mining,
health technology, digital and
creative, agritech, and tourism.
Space, aerospace, and data all
have significant positive impacts
on these sectors, whether it’s
supplying key materials, creating
collaboration opportunities, or
helping businesses connect with
the rest of the world.
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Aerospace Cornwall

Cornwall's space sector is home to a unique European location to develop and deploy satellite
and earth observation technology, which will be key to protecting the global environment while
playing a major role in the exploration of the solar system. The region's aerospace sector is also
leading the way in the development of unmanned autonomous flight systems, with UK launch
capability, orbital and deep space tracking, and high capacity for supercomputing.

ers...

opportunities for Beyond Visual Line of Sight testing
for unmanned aerial vehicle developers as it has:

segregated airspace
low population density
direct access to the sea

making testing and launches simpler.

local expertise

over 50 companies already contributing
to the Cornwall Space Sector.

150
jobs
by 2025
plus another

Location of the UK’s
first horizontal
spaceport

240
jobs
will be created in the supply

chain and ancillary activities.

1st

location in the UK to host freight
drone flights between two UK
commercial airports (Dec 2020).
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The UK’s only dedicated

Aerospace
Enterprise
Zone

with well-established MRO and
rotary wing clusters.
Created

300+ jobs

with an average salary of over

2x

the Cornish
average.

£250m

Gross Value Added (GVA)
to the economy

Over

£1,000,000
of R&D projects in the space, aerospace and
data sectors initiated in the last 6 months,
with a further £2m planned in 2021.

At

2,744m

Cornwall Airport Newquay has
one of the UK’s longest runways.

Goonhilly Earth Station:

UK’s Premier Hub
for space related AI and deep learning,
building on a state-of-the-art highperformance GPU-enabled data centre.

Renowned teleport which has been at
the forefront of innovation since the
1960s hosts the world’s first private
Deep Space Network Communications
Network for satellite communications, as
well as Lunar and Mars missions.
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Freedom, opportunity and
inspiration collide in a region
loved by creative talent.
Everything you’ll find in the city
– and more. Cornwall’s creative
heritage empowers and fulfils
the region’s talent, from lower
operating costs and a unique
lifestyle to tech clusters and
one-of-a-kind resources.

Digital & Creative
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A diverse digital and
creative ecosystem

State-of-the-art
infrastructure

Leading digital and
creative universities

One of the UK’s
fastest-growing
digital communities

Find likeminded
creators and benefit
from dedicated resources
such as innovation centres
and enterprise zones.

Benefit from Cornwall’s
90% superfast fibre
broadband coverage
and stay connected to
the rest of Europe with
convenient airport and
train links.

Find top talent at the
source, with worldrenowned creative
institutions such as
Falmouth University
on your doorstep.

Join a rapidly expanding
digital and creative
community that’s grown
by 76% since 2010.

Join a thriving digital and
creative cluster
Cornwall has a cultural heritage of
creativity that’s paved the way for
today’s most innovative businesses.
From established fintech business
and software developers to digital
marketing and graphic design,
the region offers the support and
resources digital businesses need
to grow.
Access dedicated support
and resources
Enterprise zones that offer tax
breaks. Innovation centres that

accelerate business growth.
Creative workspaces that fuel
success. Tech clusters that
connect innovators.
Cornwall has the resources to
help you succeed:
Software Cornwall | Launchpad
| Tremough Innovation Centre |
Screen Cornwall | Crowdfunder
Stay connected to the UK’s
creative community
With high-speed fibre-based
broadband provided by Superfast
Cornwall, frequent trains to

London, and flights across
Europe from Newquay, you can
stay connected to your creative
network while reaping the region’s
unique benefits.
Hire from a diverse pool of
creative talent
Whether you’re looking for an
app developer or an animator,
Cornwall has a diverse stream
of new talent – straight from
leading institutions:
Falmouth University | University
of Exeter | University of Plymouth

Cornwall
in numbers
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A quick snapshot of what you’ll
find in the region we call home

An inspiring
natural
landscape

A hyperconnected tech
foundation

3

Almost

30%

of the region is designated
as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty

A growing hub
of digital and
creative talent

major universities
developing and attracting
valuable skills to the region
Home to the world’s
biggest rural fibre broadband
network – covering

93%
of the region

130+

courses, from gaming to mining
A tech community that’s
grown more than

37% 76%

of Cornwall’s energy is
renewable – and it’s a figure
that just keeps growing

since 2010

Over

12,000+
students

A space for
everyone

3

purpose-built innovation
centres – with one dedicated
to supporting health and
wellbeing innovation

75%

lower office space costs
and 88% lower business
rates than London

A place to grow
Cornwall has more than

24,000
businesses
Paired with the Isles of Scilly,
Cornwall boasts a

£9.8bn
economy
Almost

3,000
new companies created in
2019 – a new record high

704,000m
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£10m
in dedicated Agritech funding

£2.7m
EPIC Health technology
funding program

£3.15m
Business investment for Growth
fund for capital investment

of planned new workspace

Fast-growing
sectors with
decades of
innovation

A wealth of
specialised
support

The number of
businesses grew by

5.2%
in 2019 – well above the
national average of 3.8%

£125k
is the average grant given
to qualifying Aerospace
& Space innovators

One NHS Trust. One CCG.
One Local Authority. And over

30,000

jobs in health and social care

Over

4,000
years of mining history – and
more than 110 mining services
businesses operating today

Launching the UK’s first
horizontal spaceport by

2022

and home to the
world-renowned
Goonhilly Earth Station

£12.9m
of Innovate UK funding
granted to Cornwall
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Tomorrow’s healthtech
solutions start in Cornwall.
Cornwall’s streamlined NHS
environment and thriving
tech cluster make it an ideal
place to collaborate on
healthcare challenges and bring
transformational healthtech
solutions to life.

Health Technology
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A unique streamlined
healthcare system

An agile healthcare
network

A diverse pool of
healthcare skills

One-of-a-kind resources

One NHS Trust.
One CCG. One local
authority. Hundreds
of opportunities.

Grow your healthcare
product or service
without the constraints
of a complex network.

Work with highly qualified
medical graduates, tech
innovators, and creatives
from leading institutions.

Benefit from unmatched
healthtech resources
such a Kernow Health CIC
and the Knowledge Spa.

A dedicated agile
healthtech network
It’s never easy breaking into the
UK’s world-renowned healthcare
system. But with exceptional
support institutions, unmatched
resources and a network of agile
decision-makers, Cornwall makes
it easier.
Whether you’ve got an eHealth
solution that can change healthcare
for rural communities, or you want
to prove that your software is NHSready, Cornwall is your gateway to
the UK.

Tap into unmatched resources
Kernow Health’s Digital and eHealth
Testbed is an exclusive resource
that helps healthtech solutions find
their place in the NHS.
Combined with other organisations
like EPIC, Smartline and the
Knowledge Spa, there’s
no shortage of exceptional
healthtech support in the region.
An accessible demographic
Healthcare structures can
be complex.

But with a single NHS trust, you
can grow your products and
services without the restraints
found elsewhere.
The brightest health talent
on your doorstep
Work with leading healthcare and
technology institutions, and hire
from the diverse pool of talent
they produce:
University of Exeter | University
of Plymouth | Falmouth University
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A food and drink heritage
that’s globally renowned.
Whether it’s an iconic Cornish
pasty or some of the region’s
fresh seafood, you’ll find a part of
Cornwall’s food and drink sector
in every corner of the world.

Food & Drink
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One of Cornwall’s most
valuable sectors

A hotspot for food
and drink pioneers

Strong links with
high-growth sectors

Internationally exported

With an annual turnover
in excess of £2 billion,
Cornwall’s food and drink
sector continues to go
from strength to strength.

The sector exports more
than £800 million in
food and drink produce
every year, and employs
approximately 30% of
working-age people
in Cornwall.

Built on foundations
made by the region’s
fishermen and farmers,
the industry is closely
linked with a growing
agritech sector, and
collaborative innovative
projects transforming
food and drink production.

From Cornwall to the
USA, Nordics, China
and beyond. Cornwall’s
food and drink industry
exports across the globe.

An unmatched food and drink sector
Cornwall’s agricultural output
contributes a significant amount
to the £800 million food and drink
export of the region.
With unique environmental assets
and a focus on clean energy in its
farming, Cornwall is seen as a pillar
of the UK’s food economy.
A wealth of investment
opportunities
Hosting a diverse range of food
and drink brands – covering

everything from luxury goods to
fresh produce – Cornwall offers
investment opportunities you
can’t find anywhere else.
Leading agricultural talent on
your doorstep
From farmers to marine biologists,
Cornwall’s colleges and universities
produce a diverse range of talent
that pushes its food and drink
industry forward:
Duchy College | Eden Project Degree
Courses | University of Exeter

A world-renowned food and
drink reputation
With luxury food brands like
Rodda’s, Buttermilk, Cornish
Sea Salt and Scilly Spirit Island
Gin, Cornwall has a worldwide
reputation for high-quality food
and drink.
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Unique geography.
Strong agricultural heritage.
One-of-a-kind innovation.
Cornwall has a long history of
agricultural excellence. Today,
leading innovators are taking
the region’s legacy further,
and transforming farming with
exciting new agritech solutions.

Agritech
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One of the warmest
locations in the UK

Exclusive funding
opportunities

A collaborative
agri-community

Standout agritech talent

Reap the benefits of
extended growing
seasons and increased
opportunities for speciality
crops in the UK’s most
south-westerly region.

Access dedicated
funds and grants from
institutions such as
Agritech Cornwall and
Big Productivity.

Join a community
linked with innovative
digital technology and
progressive farmers
– and unlock new
opportunities for growth
and collaboration.

Collaborate with leading
research institutions such
as Duchy College and
Rothamsted Research.

A region where agritech
businesses thrive
Cornwall is an ideal gateway for
agritech businesses looking to
operate in the UK.
Its well-connected community,
unique climate conditions and wellestablished supply chains make it
an attractive location for all areas of
agritech – from agri-engineering to
precision agriculture.

Find leading agritech talent
and research
With globally-recognised
institutions at every corner,
Cornwall has no shortage of
agritech skills:
Duchy College | Rothamsted
Research | South West Centre of
Excellence in Satellite Applications |
University of Exeter’s Environment
and Sustainability Institute.

Explore links with Cornwall’s
fast-growing sectors
Cornwall’s agritech community
extends far beyond agriculture.
The sector’s strong links with food
and beverage, creative tech and
aerospace create opportunities
you can’t find anywhere else.
Access exclusive support and
funding opportunities
Business support hubs, sectorspecific enterprise zones and
dedicated funds make Cornwall
an ideal place to grow your
agritech business.
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